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OVERVIEW
When Steam Turbine was not damaged at all, it kept on suddenly shutting down by trip vibration magnitude. It
became the most serious issues on the top of the executive table. Immediate action was needed because we had to
start up the unit as soon as possible. We initially had to choose the method from the shortest time taken and then the
most efficient action. Due to the fact that Subsynchronous could be self‐excited vibration which was always associated
with the stimulated natural frequency of the rotor system, it could be the result of every single source of rotating
behaviour. This paper presents the Subsynchronous trip event and remedial action step of 115 MW Steam Turbine at
South Bangkok Combined Cycle Power Plant which was first synchronized in 1995 and had found the problem since
March 15th, 2008. We trust that this Action Step can be applied for Subsynchronous vibration problem of all power
plants.

INTRODUCTION
The 115 MW ‐ single cylinder, single flow type ‐ Steam Turbine of South Bangkok Combined Cycle Power Plant (SB‐C10)
manufactured by GE. There are 4 bearings which are comprised of bearing no. 1 and no. 2 supporting HP‐LP Rotor as
following figure and bearing no. 3 and no. 4 supporting generator rotor. The description of bearings manufactured by
Kingsbury Inc. are shown in the table I.

Figure 1 HP‐LP Rotor with bearing no. 1 and no. 2 support

Table I Bearing Description
No.

Type

Diameter (Inches)

Figure

12.018

Bearing no. 1
DTP: Double Tilt Pad Bearing
(Pivotted Shoe Journal
Bearing, Button Type, Pin
Located, 4Pads, 1Pad Down)
from Kingsbury Inc.
Bearing no. 2

16.024
Pivoted
shoe

This combined cycle power plant is consisting of 2 Gas Turbine and 1 Steam Turbine units. The Steam Turbine
unit was first synchronized in 1995 and had been executed with 5 minor inspection (MI) and 1 major overhaul (MO)
outages. The Steam Turbine has been observed the symthom by condition monitoring which can be analyzed the
trend simply and speedily. The significant condition monitoring data chosen are Overall Shaft Vibration, Admission
Steam Turbine Inlet Pressure, LP Steam Turbine Inlet Temperature, LP Steam Extraction Temperature, Condenser High
Vacuum Range Pressure, and Lube Oil Inlet Temperature. The Overall Shaft Vibration is recorded at bearing locations
and the setpoint accepted by GE criteria of alarm and trip is 150 μmp‐p and 225 μmp‐p respectively.
On March 15th, 2008, the vibration trend presented as the following figure was recorded the trip event without
alarm signal observed by operator. This was shown the MVARs (GEN VARS) decreased from +10 to ‐10 when it was
brought a Gas Turbine unit down. Then Steam Turbine was tripped by the vibration 1X=230 μmp‐p (2X=160 μmp‐p)
within 20 minutes after. Moreover, the vibration at Bearing no.1 (VIB 1X, 1Y – BRG#1) was not consistency obviously.
The Subsynchronous vibration could not be captured by Overall Vibration monitoring, so it was needed to measure
the spectrum vibration.

Figure 2 Vibration trend record of Trip event on March 15th, 2008
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METHODS
After the trip event with 230 μmp‐p, the vibration analyzing team had to record the Vibration Spectrum of minutes
before trip again. During testing, it was found that the Steam Turbine suddenly had vibrated up to the overall
magnitude of 1X=134 μmp‐p , 1Y = 139 μmp‐p at 60 MW (52% load) when MVAR changed and abnormal differential
expansion appeared as shown in the figure 3. As shown in figure 4, the Subsynchronous of 8‐12 Hz captured had value
up to 10 μmp‐p and then at the moment of trip event its value increased immediately up to 75 μmp‐p. Practically the
normal Subsynchronous had valued not over 4‐5 μmp‐p when a Steam Turbine is running. Therefore, this problem was
implied that the possible causes could be fluid induced instability, the result of Bearing wear, Bearing over clearance,
abnormal of Bearing Alignment.

Figure 3 Vibration trend record of Trip event on March 17th, 2008

During the event

Before the event

Figure 4 Subsynchronous vibration record of testing on March 17th, 2008
The history record told us that the vibration high problem was found since 2002. It is highly vibrated at Bearing no.1
during 60 MW (52% Load) while another Gas Turbine started up and Steam was admitted; however, It could not be
found any severe damage on any bearings. Therefore, we kept on correcting the problem by low speed balancing,
field balancing, and bearing replacement depended on which obvious evidences found during such outages.
Furthermore, the root cause analysis diagram in the below figure was the main tool to check the possible causes
during problem solving.
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Figure 4 Root cause analysis diagram of Vibration high problem
In the initial countermeasure, there were 2 options, 6‐day working on Compromised Balancing and 8‐day for Bearing
Inspection, in order to correct the problem. The 6‐day working including Generator preparation on Compromised
Balancing was selected. The Steam Turbine and Vibration team worked together to execute the three‐run balancing
and analyze the vibration vectors, but the vibration still high at 1x=200 μmp‐p , instability of which had resulted by
Subsynchronous as usual.
Then we had the meeting again and come up with Bearing Inspection for 8 days. After the Bearing no. 1 disassembly,
the wear of pivoted shoe was shown in the figure 5, so the Bearing had to be replaced. As the following steps,
Re‐alignment (Turbine‐Generator Coupling) had to be finished, as well as rubbing reducing by increasing oil seal
clearance.

Figure 5 The pivoted shoe of Bearing no. 1 Condition
When the unit was started up again on April 12nd, 2008, it was found the same signal that we had haven before.
However, the Steam Turbine was able to supply higher load, longer as it could run. In the meanwhile, of 90 MW (78%
Load) load and the Vibration at Bearing No.2 shown 130 μmp‐p, the Steam Turbine team tried to increase viscosity of
inlet lube oil in order that the Bearing mechanism would be increased its stiffness. The temperature was adjusted
from 49oC to 46oC, but the Vibration was still high. Then the temperature was brought back to the previous. It
eventually tripped at Vibration 2X=300 μmp‐p (1X=220 μmp‐p) while MVAR was raised.
Following our experiences to resolve this difficulty, it could be summarized that Subsynchronous could be self‐excited
from every single source of rotating behaviour such as Load exciting, Load increasing, MVAR increasing, Steam
Admission, Start‐up mode switching, abnormal differential expansion, etc. The Steam path was likely to be seriously
clogged, so it had no simple remedy for several days. If we continued the correction, we would need more input data
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from the OEM (Original Equipment Manufacturer) Engineering, accurate history record, besides our technical team
experiences.
With GE recommendations, Bearing bores were adjusted and the rotor position was moved to proper position, but the
result was that the Steam Turbine was heavily vibrated at 500‐1,000 rpm. Consequently, the discussing meeting
between the manufacturer, GE and user, EGAT had the additional issue about generator 2‐pole short turn problem. GE
technical advisor (TA) recommended that the first priority was improving the Steam Turbine condition to be ready to
test run for the generator solving issue.
“In the summary result of the meeting, it was shown that we could not reduce the vibration without Steam Turbine
internal part correction anymore.”
Hence that 45‐day Major Overhaul was performed to rehabilitate the entire of the Steam Turbine rotor. In fact of any
unforeseen evidences enhancing Subsynchronous vibration, all parts of rotor obstructed the Steam path, working
fluid, had to be closely taken care by GE TA and EGAT team.
After upper half casing removal, the former activities performed were dividing flange level inspection, front casing
weight unbalancing test (horn drop test), and Bearing level compared with design level. The inspection was found that
the Left‐side of dividing flange level was lower than the right side of 3 mm., 69% of front casing weight unbalancing,
and Bearing no.1 level is lower than design of 2.7 mils. Not only was the evidence found, the water induction trace
also appeared. On June 3rd, 2008, the front casing weight unbalancing was adjusted to be within 10% as shown in
figure 6, causing Turbine casing Lifting. So the following step was Internal Alignment, all diaphragm stage centering,
and the latter activities are rubbing decreasing, re‐alignment, expanding the anchor‐bolt holes, Bearing inspection and
setting. In spite of foundation deformation found, the corrective action could not be done because of time
constraints. It has continuously monitored to protect the problem in time.

Figure 6 Hydraulic lifting the Front casing in the process of Horn drop test
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Figure 7 Water Induction Damage and Rubbing Repairing

Figure 8 Expanding the anchor‐bolt holes of Base plate

Figure 9 Bearing Inspection and Setting
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RESULTS
Executing most of remedial action steps, we started up the unit again on July 20th, 2008. Notwithstanding
Subsynchronous appearing of the 100 MW (87% load), the Turbine could bear on higher Subsynchronous magnitude
of 80 μmp‐p compared with 10 μmp‐p of the previous trip event. In fact, the Steam Turbine condition was better, but it
further needed fine tunning in the startup process by Compromised balancing to handle Turbine carefully. Because
the Bearing no.1 is very sensitive, it can be stimulated natural frequency easily. Therefore suitable oil viscosity was
adjusted by inlet Lubrication oil adjusting to help steadily rotatable bearings. The result was that the Subsynchronous
magnitude reduced gradually. It was firstly decreased from 49oC to 46.5 oC, then the Subsynchronous was reduced as
shown in figure 10. Next the temperature was reduced to 45oC, and the Subsynchronous was reduced dramatically.
Finally, the unit could be brought back to dispatching control center to Thailand national electric grid on August 1st,
2008.

Figure 10 The Subsynchronous reducing from inlet Lube oil temperature Adjusting
During 2010 minor inspection outage, we had to analyse by the previous root cause analysis diagram along with the
correcting activities in outage. The last possible cause which is abnormal bearing load was found by analysing the shaft
position plot of all bearing positions. It was corrected by lifting the Bearing no. 3 support to distribute the load from
Bearing no. 2 to other bearings and then the Subsynchronous was disappeared completely.
According to the experiences in Steam Turbine problem analysis and correction, mostly internal turbine part could be
able to repair in our EGAT workshop, so our team must consider the most economical option with time and method
trade‐off depending on our workshop resources and team capabilities. Even though the checklist of the root cause
analysis fishbone diagram for this complicated problem could be applied, in reality we countered the barriers during
countermeasure in site. The most important factor must be considered is selecting the right method in the right time.
For this reason, the remedial action step of Subsynchronous vibration trip could be summarized as followings.
For Bently Nevada vibration monitoring system, this steam turbine is observed the rotating condition by Overall
vibration which had the 150 μmp‐p and 225 μmp‐p as alarm and Trip setpoints respectively.
If the Trip event is happened immediately after any manually or automatically processes occur, measure the spectrum
vibration and observe whether Subsynchronous is shown. If it is appeared, then indicate the magnitude of
Subsynchronous vibration.
The processes can be load reducing by shutting down one of Gas Turbine, load increasing by starting up one of the Gas
Turbine and Steam admission, MVARs raising, load exciting, startup mode switching, etc.
In case, the magnitude of Subsynchronous is not over 10 μmp‐p to bear trip event. The Steam Turbine condition is most
severe. The internal parts of Steam Turbine have to be inspected and corrected. Check the horn drop test and correct
if needed, centering, rubbing Parts reducing, Bearings and pivoted shoes inspection, coupling alignment etc.
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In case, the magnitude of Subsynchronous is about 80 μmp‐p to bear trip event. It is meant that Steam Turbine
condition is abnormal. There are 3 options without upper half casing removal to choose.

1.

2.

3.

Adjusting inlet lubrication oil for 1‐2 day during running
Caution: Bearing metal temperature at other location might be high because of viscosity change, so it is
needed closely monitoring during adjustment.
Compromised balancing for 6 day: This is also depending on the position to insert required weights. If it is
inserted at Turbine‐Generator coupling, the balancing is only needed 2 day correction.
Caution: This method will support the Turbine running at full load, but it might suddenly vibrated highly at
75% load. Hence the operator has to carefully carry the turbine passing through this condition smoothly.
Bearing inspection for 8 day
Caution: The disadvantage of this method is that re‐alignment during high turbine metal temperature is quite
difficult.

Normally, if it does not have trip event, but the Subsynchronous signal sometimes appears during operation. The
Steam Turbine Condition is quite normal. Keep monitoring the data: Bearing Metal Temperature, Lube Oil Inlet
Temperature, Noise at last stage blade position, Back Pressure, Stator Cooling Temperature, MW and MVAR Change
compared with Subsynchronous trend. Record Subsynchronous and compare with the previous and prepare to inspect
and correct possible rubbing parts and Bearings inspection during scheduled Overhaul.

CONCLUSIONS
In Conclusion, the Subsynchronous vibration problem analysis needed to consider the entire area of rotating
behaviour. The EGAT team also had to make decision under time limit and less effort restriction. Moreover, the most
important before following the Action Step, the Steam Turbine condition and accurate maintenance record had to be
considered. The obvious example is that the first action of Compromised Balancing and Lube oil temperature adjusting
was not succeeded because of the serious damage from water induction. Therefore, it primarily needed to correct all
possible rubbing internal parts.
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